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The OntologicalStatus of TheoreticalEntities

That anyone today should seriouslycontend that the entities referred
to by scientific theories are only convenient fictions, or that talk about
suchentitiesis translatablewithout remainderinto talk about sensecontents or everydayphysical objects, or that such talk should be regarded
as belonging to a mere calculatingdeviceand, thus, without cognitive
content-such contentions strike me as so incongruouswith the scientific
and rational attitude and practicethat I feel this papershould turn out
to be a demolition of straw men. But the instrumentalistviews of riutstandingphysicistssuch as Bohr and Heisenbergare too well known to
be cited, and in a recent book of great competence,ProfessorErnest
Nagel concludes that "the opposition between [the realist and the instrumentalist]views [of theories] is a conflict over preferredmodes of
speech"and "the questionas to which of them is the 'correct position'
has only terminologicalinterest."l The phoenix, it seems,will not be
laid to rest.
The literatureon the subjectis, of course,voluminous,and a comprehensivetreatment of the problem is far beyond the scopeo{ one essay.
I shall limit myself to a small number of constructivearguments(for a
radically realistic interpretation of theories) and to a critical examination
of some of the more crucial assumptions(sometimestacit, sometimes
explicit) that seemto have generatedmost of the problems in this area.2
'E. Nagel, The Strrcture of Science (New York: I:larcourt, Brace, md World,
196l ). ch.6.
'For the genesis and part of the content of some of the ideas expressedherrin,
I am indebted to a number of sources; somo o{ the more infuential are H. Feigl,
"l,]xistential Hypotheses," Philosophy of Science,17 :35-62 ( 1950); P. K. Feyerabend,
"An Attempt at a Realistic Interpretation of Experience," Proceedings of the Aristotclian Society, 58:144-170 (1958); N. R. Hanson, Patterns of Discovery (Camlrri<lge: Cambridge University Press, 1958); E. Nagel, loc. cit.; Karl Popper, The
l,ogic oI Scientific Discovery (London: Hutchinson, 1959); M. Scriven, "Definitioas,
l,ixplanations, and Theories," in Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of Science,
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The Problem
Although this essayis not comprehensive,it aspiresto be fairly selfintroduction to the
contained.Let me, therefore,give a pseudohistorical
problemwith a pieceof sciencefiction (or fictional science).
In the days before the advent of microscopes,there lived a Pasteurlike scientistwhom, following the usual custom, I shall call fones. Reflecting on the fact that certain diseases
seemedto be transmittedfrom
one personto another by meansof bodily contact or by contact with
articleshandled previouslyby an affiictedperson,Jonesbegan to speculate about the mechanismof the transmission.As a "heuristic crutch,"
he recalled that there is an obvious observablemechanism for transmission of certainaffictions (such as body lice), and he postulatedthat all,
were spreadin a similar manner but that in
or most, infectiousdiseases
most casesthe corresponding"bugs" were too small to be seenand, possibly, that someof them lived inside the bodies of their hosts.fones proceededto develophis theory and to examineits testableconsequences.
Some of these seemedto be of great importance for preventing the
spreadof disease.
After yearsof struggle with incredulous recalcitrance,fones managed
to get someof his preventativemeasuresadopted.Contact with or proximity to diseasedpersonswasavoidedwhen possible,and articleswhich
they handled were "disinfected" (a word coined by fones) either by
meansof high temperaturesor by treating them with certain toxic preparations which fones termed "disinfectants." The resultswere spectacular:
within ten yearsthe death rate had declined40 per cent. fones and his
recognition.
theory receivedtheir well-deserved
However,the "crobes" (the theoreticalterm coined by ]ones to refer
to the disease-producing
organisms) arousedconsiderableanxiety among
many of the philosophersand philosophicallyinclined scientistsof the
day. The expressionof this anxiety usuallybegan somethinglike this:
"In order to account for the facts, Jonesmust assumethat his crobes
are too small to be seen.Thus the very postulatesof his theory preclude
Vol. II, H. Feigl, M. Scriven, and G. Maxwell, eds. (Minneapolis: Univenity of
Minnesota Press,1958); Wilfrid Sellan, "Empiricism and the Philosophy of Mind,"
in Minnesota Studies in tbe Philosophy of Science,Vol. I, H. Feigl and M. Scriven,
eds. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1956), and "The Language of
T'heories," in Current Issues in the Philosophy of Science, H. Feigl and G. Maxwell,
eds. ( New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 196l ) .
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their being observed;they are unobservablein principle." (Recall that
no one had envisagedsuch a thing asa microscope.)This common prefa'
tory remark was then followed by a number of difterent "analyses"and
"interpretations"of fones' theory. According to one of these,the tiny
organismswere merely convenient fictions-fagons de pailer-extremely
useful as heuristic devicesfor facilitating (in the "context of discovery")
the thinking of scientistsbut not to be taken seriouslyin the sphereof
cognitiveknowledge(in the "context of fustificatiott").A closelyrelated
view was that fones' theory was merely an instrument, useful for organizing observation statements and (thus) for producing desired results,
and that, therefore, it made no more senseto ask what was the nature
of the entities to which it referred than it did to ask what was the nature
of the entities to which a'hammer or any other tool referred'3"Yes," a
are just
philosopher might have said, "fones' theoretical exPressions
meaninglesssoundsor marks on paper which, when correlated with observationsentencesby appropriate syntacticalrules, enable us to predict
successfullyand otherwise organizedata in a convenient fashion." These
philosopherscalled themselves"instrumentalists."
According to another view (which, however, soon became unfashionable), although expressionscontaining fones' theoretical terms were
genuine sentences,they were translatablewithout remainder into a set
(perhapsinfinite) of observationsentences.For example, 'There are
crobes of diseaseX on this article' was said to translate into something
like this: 'If a person handles this article without taking certain precautions, he will (probably) contract diseaseX; and if this article is
first raisedto a high temperature,then if a Personhandlesit at any time
afterward,beforeit comesinto contactwith another Personwith disease
.'
X, he will (probably) not contract diseaseX; and
Now virtually all who held any of the views so far noted granted, even
insisted,that theories played a useful and legitimate role in the scientific
enterprise.Their concern was the elimination of "pseudo problems"
which might arise, say, when one began wondering about the "reality
of supraempirical entities," etc. However, there was also a school of
thought, founded by a psychologistnamed Pelter, which diftered in an
'l have borrowed the hammer analogy from E. Nagel, "Science and [Feigl's]
Scmantic Realism," Philosophy of Science, TT:174-l8l (I9t0), but it should be
rxrinted out that Professor Nagel makes it clear that he does not necessarilysubscribe
io thc view which he is explaining.
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interesting manner from such positions as these. Its rqembersheld that
while fones' crobesmight very well exist and enjoy "full-blown reality,,,
they should not be the concernof medicalresearchat all. They insisied
that if fones had employedthe correctmethodology,he would have discovered,even soonerand with much less effort, all of the observation
lawsrelating to diseasecontraction,transmission,etc. without introducing superfluouslinks (the crobes)into the causalchain.
Now, lest any reader find himielf waxing impatient, let me hasten to
emphasizethat this crude parody is not intended to convince anyone,
or even to cast seriousdoubt upon sophisticatedvarieties of any of the
reductionisticpositionscaricatured(some of them not too severely,I
would contend) above.I am well aware that there are theoreticalentities and theoreticalentities,someof whoseconceptualand theoretical
statusesdiffer in important respectsfrom
fones' crobes.(I shall discuss
someof theselater.) Allow me, then, to bring the
foneseanpreludeto
our examinationof observabilityto a hasty conclusion.
Now ]ones had the good fortune to live to seethe invention of the
compound microscope.His crobeswere "observed"in geat detail, and
it becamepossibleto identify the specifickind of microbe (for so they
began to be called) which was responsible for each difierent disease.
Some philosophersfreely admitted error and were convertedto realist
positionsconcerningtheories.otlrers resortedto subiectiveidealismor
to a thoroughgoing phenomenalism,of which there were trvo principal
varieties.According to one, the one "legitirnate" observationlanguage
had for its descriptiveterms only those which referred to sensedata. Ttlc
other maintainedthe strongerthesisthat all "factual" staternentswere
translatablewithout remainderinto the sense-datum
language.In either
.,ls€' any two non-sensedata (e.g., a theoretical entity and what would
ordinarily be called an "obaervablephysicarobiect") had virtually the
samestatus.othen contrived meansof modifying their views much less
drastically.one group maintained that
fones' crobcs ectually never had
been unobservablein principle, for, they said, the theory did not irnply
tlre imlrcssibilityof finding a means (e.g.,the rnicroscope)of observing
them. A more radicalcontention was that the crobeswere not observed
at all; it wasarguedthat what wasseenby meansof the microscopewas
iust a shadowor an imagerather than a corporealorganism.
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The Observational-Theoretical Dichotomy
Let us turn from these fictional philosophical positions and consider
some of the actual ones to which they roughly correspond.Taking the
last one first, it is interestingto note the following passagefrom Bergrnann: "But it is only fair to point out that if this . . . methodological
and terminologicalanalysis[for the thesisthat there are no atoms]
is strictly adheredto, even starsand microscopicobjects are not physical
things in a literal sense,but merelyby courtesyof languageand pictorial
imagination.This might seem awkward. But when I look through a
microscope,all I see is a patch of"color which creepsthrough the field
like a shadowover a wall. And a shadow,though real, is certainly not
a physicalthing."r
I should like to point out that it is also the casethat if this analysis
is strictly adhered to, we cannot observephysical things through opera
glasses,
or even through ordinary spectacles,
and one begins to wonder
about the statusof what we seethrough an ordinary windowpane.And
what about distortions due to temperature gadients-however srmll
and, thus, alwayspresent-in the ambient air? It really does "seem awkward" to say that when people who wear glassesdescribewhat they see
they are talking about shadows,while those who employ unaided vision
talk about physical things-or that when we look through a windowpane, we can only infer that it is raining, while if we raise ttre window,
we may "observedirectly" that it is. The point I am making is that there
is, in principle, a continuous seriesbeginning with looking through a
vacuunrand containing these as members:looking through a windowpane, looking through glasses,looking through binoculars, looking
through a low-power microscope,looking through a high-power microscope, etc., in the order given. The important consequenceis that, so
far, we are left without criteria which would enable us to draw a nonarbitrary line between "observation" and "theory." Certainly, we will
line; but
often find it convenient to draw such a to-some-extent-arbitrary
its position will vary widely from context to context. (For example, if
we are determining the resolving characteristicsof a certain microscope,
we would certainly draw the line beyond ordinary spectacles,probably
'C. Bergmann, "Outline of an Empiricist Philosophy of Physics," Amefican lour(1943), reprinted in Readings in the Philoso
nal ol Physics, ll:748-258;335-347
phy of Science, H. Feigl and M. Brodbeck, eds. (New York: Appleton-Century(lrofts, 1953), pp. 267-287.
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beyond simple magnifyingglasses,
and possiblybeyond another microscopewith a lower power of resolution.) But what ontologicalice does
a mere methodologicallyconvenient observational.theoreticaldichotomy
cut? Does an entity attain physical thinghood and/ot "real existence" in
one contextonly to loseit in another?Or, we may ask,recallingthe continuity from observableto unobservable,is what is seen through spectacles a "little bit lessreal" or does it "exist to a slightly less extent" than
what is observedby unaided vision?5
Flowever,it might be argued that things seen through spectaclesand
binoculars look like ordinary physical objects, while those seen through
microscopes
and telescopes
look like shadowsand patchesof light. I can
only reply that this does not seem to me to be the case,particularly
when looking at the moon, or even Saturn,through a telescopeor when
looking at a small,though "directly observable,"physicalobject through
a low-powermicroscope.Thus, again,a continuity appears.
"But," it might be objected, "theory tells us that what we see by
meansof a microscopeis a real image,which is certainly distinct from
the object on the stage."
ti t

But, letting t
on the stage,even though a "rcal image" may be involved?Otherwise,
we shall be strongly tempted by phenomenalisticdemons,and at this
point we are consideringa physical-objectobservationlanguagerather
than a sense-datum
one. (Comparethe traditional puzzles:Do I seeone
physicalobject or two when I punch my eyeball?Does one object split
into two? Or do I seeone objectand one image?Etc.)
Another argument for the continuoustransition from the observable
to the unobservable(theoretical) may be adducedfrom theoreticalcono I am not attributing to Professor Bergmann the absurd views
suggestedby these
qucstions.IIe seemsto take a sense'datumlanguageas.his observationlanguage (the
baseof what he called "the empirical hierarchy"), and, in some ways, such a position
is nrorc difficult to refute than one which purports to take an "observable physicalobjcct" view. However, I believe that demolishing the straw men with which I am
now dcaling amounts to desirablepreliminary "therapy." Some nonrealist interpretations of theories which embody the presupposition that the observable-theoretical
clistirrction is sharp and ontologically crucial seem to me to entail positions which
correspondto such straw men rather closely.

siderations themselves.For example, contemporary valency theory tells
us that there is a virtually continuous transition from very small molecules (such as those of hydrogen) through "medium-sized"ones (such
as those of the fatty acids, polypeptides, proteins, and viruses) to extremely large ones (such as crystals of the salts, diamonds, and lumps
of polymeric plastic). The molecules in the last-mentioned group are
macro, "directly observable"physical objects but are, nevertheless,genuing single molecules;on the other hand, those in the first mentioned
group have the same perplexing properties as subatomic particles (de
Broglie waves,Heisenbergindeterminacy,etc.). Are we to say that a
Iargeprotein molecule (e.g, a virus) which can be "seen" only with an
electronmicroscopeis a little lessreal or existsto somewhatlessan extent than does a molecule of a polymer which can be seen with an
optical microscope?And does a hydrogenmolecule partakeof only an
infinitesimaIportionofexistenceorreality?@it
L,fnntinuous trar:sition from ohqervabilitv to unobservability, anv talk
t

nonsense.
Let us now consider the next to last modified position which was
adopted by our fictional philosophers. According to them, it is only
those entities which are in pfinciple impossible to observethat present
specialproblems.What kind of impossibilityis meant here?Without
going into a detailed discussionof the Varioustypes of impossibility,
about which there is abundant literature with which the reader is no
doubt familiar, I shall assumewhat usuallyseemsto be grantedby most
philosopherswho talk of entities which are unobservablein principlei.e., that the theory(s) itself (coupled with a physiologicaltheory of
perception,I would add) entailsthat such entitiesare unobseruable.
We should immediatelynote that if this analysisof the notion of unobservability (and, hence, of observability) is accepted,then its use as
a melns of delimiting the observation languageseemsto be precluded
for those philosopherswho regard theoretical expressionsas elementsof
a calculating device-as meaninglessstrings of symbols.For supposethey
wished to determine whether or not 'electron' was a theoretical term.
First, they must see whether the theory entails the sentence'Electrons
are unobservable.'So far, so good, for their calculating devicesare said
to be able to select genuine sentences,provided they contain no theoretical terms. But what about the selected "sentence" itself? Suppose
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that 'electron' is an observationterm. It follows that the expressionis a
genuine sentenceand assertsthat electrons are unobservable.But this
entails that 'electron' is not an observationterm. Thus if 'electron' is
an observationterm, then it is not an observationterm. Therefore it is
not an observationterm. But then it follows that 'Electrons are unobservable'is not a genuinesentenceand doesnot assertthat electrons
are unobservable,since it is a meaninglessstring of marks and does not
assertanything whatever.Of course,it could be stipulatedthat when a
theory "selects"a meaninglessexpressionof the form 'Xs are unobservable,' then 'X' is to be taken as a theoretical term. But this seemsrather
arbitrary.
But, assumingthat well-formed theoretical expressionsare genuine
sentences,what shall we say about unobservability in principle? I shall
begin by putting my head on the block and argue that the p'resent-day
statusof, say,electronsis in many wayssimilar to that of fones' crobes
before microscopeswere invented. I am well aware of the numerous
theoreticalargumentsfor the impossibilityof observingelectrons.But
supposenew entities are discoveredwhich interact with electronsin
such a mild manner that if an electron is, say, in an eigenstateof position, then, in certain circumstances,
the interactiondoesnot disturb it.
Supposealso that a drug is discoveredwhich vastly alters the human
perceptual apparatus-perhaps even activates latent capacities so that
a new sensemodality emerges.Finallyt supposethat in our altered state
we are able to perceive (not necessarilyvisually) by means of these new
entities in a manner roughly analogousto that by which we now seeby
meansof photons. To make this a little more plausible,supposethat
the energy eigenstatesof the electrons in some of the compounds present in the relevant perceptual organ are such that even the weak interaction with the new entitiesaltersthem and also that the crosssections,
relative to the new entities, of the electrons and other particles of the
gasesof the air are so small that the chanceof any interactionhere is
negligible. Then we might be able to "observedirectly" the position and
possibly the approximate diameter and other properties of some electrons. It would follow, of course,that quantum theory would have to
be altered in some respects,since the new entities do not conform to
all its principles. But however improbable this may be, it does not, I
maintain, involve any logical or conceptualabsurdity.Furthermorg the
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for the inclusion of the new entities would not
modification necessary
changethe meaning of the term 'electron.'6
necessarily
Considera somewhatlessfantasticexample,and one which doesnot
involve any change in physical theory. Supposea human mutant is
born who is able to "observe" ultraviolet radiation, or even X rays, in
the sameway we "observe"visible light.
Now I think that it is extremely improbatle that we will ever observe
electrons directly (i.e., that it will ever be reasonableto assertthat we
haveso observedthem). But ihis is neither here nor there;it is not the
purpose of this essayto predict the future development of scientific
theories,and, hence,it is not its businessto decidewhat actuallyis observableor what will becomeobservable(in the more or less intuitive
senseof 'observable'with which we are now working). After all, we are
operating,here,under the assumptionthat it is theory,and thus science
itself, which tells us what is or is not, in this sense,observable(the 'in
principle' seemsto have become superfluous) . An(lb&-LsjhElSa!.qt
tlte matter

'lc^cr 4n' tl':c
nf 'nhce"''hlp
fnr if follows +h'+, gt
"e-tE'

I the',e

tlic onoBGivable. By trying to show that we can talk about the possibility of observingelectronswithout committing logical or conceptual
blunders,I havebeen trying to support the thesisthat any (nonlogical)
tcrrn is a possiblecandidate for an observationterm.
'l'here is another line which may be taken in regardto delimitation
of the observationlanguage.According to it, the proper term with which
lo work is not 'observable'but, rather 'observed.'There immediately
comcsto mind the tradition beginningwith Locke and Hume (No idea
without a precedingimpression!), running through Logical Atomism
nnrl the Principle of Acquaintance,and ending (perhaps) in contempornry positivism..Since the numerous facetsof this tradition have been
cxtcnsivelyexaminedand criticized in the literaturg I shall Iimit myself
lrcrc to a few summaryremarks.
Again, let us consider at this point only observationlanguageswhich
corrtlin ordinary physical-obiectterms (along with observationpredilntcs, ctc., of course).Now, accordingto this view, all descriptiveterms
ol llrc obscrvationlanguagemust refer to that which has been observed.
. . l r---' J

' l,'or :rrguments that it is possible to alter a theory without altering the meanings
ol ils tcrurs, see my "Meaning Postulates in Scientific Theories," in Current Imres in
lfre f'fiilosophy of Science, Feigl and Maxwell, eds.
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How is this to be interpreted? Not too nanowly, presumably,otherwise
each language user would have a difierent observation language. The
name of my Aunt Mamie, of California, whom I have never seen,would
not be in my observationlanguage,nor would 'snow' be an observation
term for many Floridians. One could, of coursg set ofi the observation
languageby meansof this awkward restriction, but then, obviously, not
being the referent of an observationterm would have no bearing on the
ontologicalstatusof Aunt Mamie or that of snow.
Perhapsit is intended that the referentsof observationterms must be
members of a kind some of whose members have been observedor instancesof.a property some of whose instanceshave been observed.But
there are familiar difficulties here. For example,given any entity, we can
always find a kind whose only member is the entity in question; and
surelyexpressions
such as 'men over 14 feet tall' should be counted as
observationaleven though no instancesof the "property' of being a man
over 14 feet tall have been observed.It would seem that this approach
must soon fall back upon some notion of simples or determinablesvs.
determinates.But is it thereby saved?If it is held that only those terms
which refer to observedsimplesor observeddeterminatesare observation
terms, we need only remind ourselvesof such instancesas Hume's notoriousmissingshadeof blue. And if it is contendedthat in order to be
an observationterm an expressionmust at least refer to an observeddeterminable, then we can alwaysfind such a determinable which is broad
enough in scopeto embraceany entity whatever. But even if these difficulties can be circumvented, we see (as we knew all along) that this
approach leads inevitably into phenomenalism, which is a view with
which we have not been concerning ourselves.
Now it is not the purpose of this essayto give a detailed critique of
phenomenalism.For the most part, I simply assumethat it is untenable,
at least in any of its translatability varieties.\$owever, if there are any
unreconstructedphenomenalistsamong the readers,my purpose,insofar
as they are concerned,will have been Iargelyachievedif they will gant
what I supposemost of them would stoutly maintain anryay, i.e., tlet

Sieat

lltseql

Nevertheless,a few considerationsconcerning phenomenalismand re'
lated matters may cast some light upon the observational-theoretical
dichotomy and, perhaps,upon the nature of the "observation language."
As a preface,allow me some overdue remarks on the latter. Although I
have contended that the line between the observableand the unobservable is difiuse, that it shifts from one scientific problem to another, and
that it is constantlybeing pushedtoward the "unobservable"end of the
spectrum as we developbetter meansof observation-better instruments
be fatuousto minimize the importanceof the
-it would, nevertheless,
observationbasg for it is absolutely necessaryas a confirmation basefor
statementswhich do refer to entities which are unobservableat a given
time. But we should take as its basisand its unit not the "observational
term" but, rather, the quickly decidable sentence. (I am indebted to
(
Feyerabend,toc. cit.,fo, ihis terminology.)A quickly decidablesentence
(in the technical senseemployed here) may be defined as a singular, '
nonanalytic sentencesuch that a reliable, reasonablysophisticated languageuser can very quickly decideswhether to assertit or deny it when
he is reporting on an occurrent situation. 'Observation term' may now
be defined as a 'descriptive (nonlogical) term which may occur in a
quickly decidable sentence,' and 'observation sentence' as a 'sentence
whose only descriptive terms are observation terms.'
Returning to phenomenalism,let me emphasizethat I am not among
those philosopherswho hold that there are no such things as sensecon'
tents (even sensedata), nor do I believe that they play no important
role in our perception of "reality." But the fact remains that the referents of most (not all) of the statementsof the linguistic framework
used in everydaylife and in scienceare not sensecontentsbut, rathet,
physicalobjects and other publicly observableentities. Except for pains,
odors,"inner states,"etc.,tve do not usuallyobservesensecontents;and
although there is good reasonto believe that they play an indispensable
role in observation,we are usually not aware of them when we visually
or tactilely) observe physical obiects. For example, when I observe a
distorted, obliquely reflected image in a mirror' I may seem to be seeing
a baby elephantstandingon its head; later I discoverit is an image of
Uncle Charles taking a nap with his mouth open and his hand in a
pcculiar position. Or, passingmy neighbor'shome at a high rate of

'The readeris no doubt familiar with the abundantliteratureconcernedwith this
issue.See,for example,Sellars'"Empiricism and the Philosophyof Mind," which
alsocontainsreferences
to other pertinent works.

" We may say "noninferentially" decide, provided this is interpreted liberally
crrough to avoid itarting the entire'controversy ibout obsewability all bver again-
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speed,I observethat he is washing a car. If askedto report these observations I could quickly and easily report a baby elephant and a washing
of a car; I probably would not, without subsequentobservations,be able
to report what colors, shapes,etc. (i.e., what sensedata) w€re involved.
Two questions naturally arise at this point. How is it that we can
(sometimes)quickly decide the truth or falsity of a pertinent observation sentence?and, What role do sensecontents play in the appropriate
tokening of such sentences?
The heart of the matter is that these are
primarily scientific-theoretical questions rather than "purely logical,"
"purely conceptual,"or "purely epistemological."If theoreticalphysics,
psychology,neurophysiology,etc., were sufficiently advanced,we could
give satisfactoryanswersto thesequestions,using,in all likelihood, the
physical-thinglanguageas our observation languageand treating sensations, sensecontents, sensedata, and "inner states" as theoretical (yes,
theoretical!)entities.e
It is interestingand important to note that, evenbeforewe give completely satisfactoryanswersto the two questions consideredabove, we
can, with due effort and reflection, train ourselvesto "observe directly"
what were once theoretical entities-the sensecontents (color sensations,
etc.)-involved in our perceptionof physicalthings.As hasbeen pointed
out beforg we can also come to observeother kinds of entities which
were once theoretical. Those which most readily come to mind involve
the use of instruments as aids to observation. Indeed, using our painfully acquired theoretical knowledge of the world, we come to see that
we "directly observe" many kinds of socalled theoretical things. After
listening to a dull speechwhile sitting on a hard bench, we begin to become poignantly awareof the presenceof a considerablystrong gravitational field, and as ProfessorFeyerabendis fond of pointing out, if we
were carrying a heavysuitcasein a changing gravitational field, we could
observethe changesof the Gpv of the metric tensor.
I conclude that our drawing of the observational-theoretical
line at
any given point is an accidentand a function of our physiologicalmake"Empiricism
and the Philosophy
of Mind." As professor
" Cf. Sellars,
Sellars

points out, this is the crux of the "other.minds" problem. Sensationsand inner states
(relative to an intersubiective observation language, I would add) are theoretical entitics (and they "really exist") and not merely actual and/or possiblebehavior. Surely
it is the unwillingness to countenance theoretical entities-the hope that eu.ty sertence is translatable not only into some observation language butlnto the physicalthing language-which is responsible for the "logical behaviorism" of the nio-Wittgensteinians.
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up, our current state of knowledge, and the instruments we haPPen tc
haveavailableand, therefore,that it has no ontological significancewhatcver.
What If We coulD Eliminate Theoretical Terms?
Among the candidatesfor methods of eliminating theoreticalterms,
three have receivedthe lion's shareof current attention: explicit definnl>ility,the Ramseysentencgl0and implications of Craig's theorem.lr
'l'odaythere is almost (not quite) universalagreementthat not all theorctical terms can be eliminatedby explicitly defining them in terms of
observationterms. It seemsto have been overlookedthat even if this
muld be accomplishedit would not necessarilyavoid referenceto unol;servable(theoretical)entities.One exampleshouldmake this evident.
Within the elementarykinetic theory of gaseswe could define 'molecules'as'particlesof matter (or stuff), not largeenoughto be seeneven
with a microscope,which are in rapid motion, frequentlycolliding with
cach other, and are the constituentsof all gases.'All the {nonloeical)
+"mc, ^nd still thp
ifiot ;t'lof
tg-rr.!sin the definiens are observafioM| W rL J v '

S d n e ra r!

" "-""r. ' -"' -

i

"----' -

-' vuvrrl, .

It seemsto me that a large number-certainly not all, however; for
field,''9-function'-of theoretical
cxample,'photon,''electromagnetic
tcrrnscould be explicitly definedwholly in terms of observationterms,
but this would in no way avoid a referencetoggg|5qgblg entities.This
irrrlmrtantfact seemsto have been quite generallyoverlooked.It is an
irrrportantoversightbecausephilosopherstoday are devoting so much
rrltcntion to the meaning of theoretical terms (a crucially important
(ultimately
prol:lem, to be sure), while the ontologicalstomach-aches
from
have
arisen
seem
to
of course) concerningtheories
runjustifiable,
were
nonobservational.
tlrc fact that the entities rather than the terms
lrnlllicit, of course,is the mistakenassumptionthat terms referring to
entities cannot be among those which occur in the obrrnobservable
scrvationlanguage(and also,perhaps,the assumptionthat the referent
of a clefinedterm alwaysconsistsof a mere "bundle" of the entities
wlrich are referentsof the terms of the definiens).
"'Irrank P. Ramsev. The Foundations ol Mathematics (New York: Humanities,
l ()1t).
" William Craig, "Replacement of Auxiliary Expressions," Philosophical Review,
(r5:j l J-S 5 (1956).
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Surprisingly enough, both the Ramsey sentenceand Craig's theorem
provide us with genuine (in principle) methods for eliminating theoretical terms provided we are interested only in the deductive "observational" consequences
of an axiomatizedtheory. That neither can provide
a viable method for avoiding referenceto theoretical entities has been
pointed out clearly by both Hempel and Nage1.12I shall discussthese
two devicesonly briefly.l3
The first step in forming the Ramseysentenceof a theory is to take
the conjunction of the axioms of the theory and conioin it with the
so-calledcorrespondence
rules (sentencescontaining both theoretical
and observationalterms-the "links" between the "purely theoretical"
and the observational).Thisconjunction can be representedas follows:

- - - P - - - A - --. . .
where the dashesrepresentthe sententialmatrixes (the axioms and Crules) containing the theoretical terms (which are, of course,almost
alwayspredicatesor classterms) 'P,"Q,''.
.'; the theoreticalterms are
then "eliminated" by replacingthem with existentiallyquantified variables.The resulting"Ramseysentence"is represented,
then, by

( l r ) ( l e ) . . . (-" f---c--- . . .).
Or, consideran informal illustration. Let us representschematicallvan
oversimplifiedaxiomatizationof kinetic theory by
All gasesare composedentirely of molecules.The moleculesare
in rapid motion and are in frequentcollision,etc.,etc.
And for simplicity'ssake,supposethat 'molecules'is the only theoretical
term. The Ramseysentencewould be somethinglike the following:
There is a kind of entity such that all gasesare composedentirely theseentities.They are in rapid riotion and ari in frequent
-of
collision,etc., etc.
Now it is a simple matter to demonstratethat any sentencecontaining
only observation (and logical) terms which is a deductive consequence
of the original theory is also a deductive consequenceof its Ramsey
sentence(seg for examplg Rozeboom'sarticle in this volume); thus,
as far as any deductive systemizationis concerned,any theory may be
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clirrinated and its Ramseysentenceused instead. However, it is also
tirsy to prove (if indeed it is not obvious) that if a given theory (or a
theoreticalor observational)
llrcory togetherwith other considerations,
kinds
of
r:rrlailsthat there exist certain
unobservableentities, then the
:rppr<lpriate
Ramseysentencewill also entail that there exist the same
rrrrrnbcrof kinds of unobservableentities.laAlthouehi4lofar as dedgthe Ramccy ce'+'-^e ^^' g"^id thegse
livc svstemizationis cg,lneerned.
of lltcorcticel

+crmfi it

g'ngt

DCl. Joc, cif

wns too chrrif^hle\

'.'en

in letfer
eliminate

m"^l'

lcoc in sli[t

rpfcrcn^-

(Hem-

te sPoh"'rr'^hle

4lueidicalLslliliet

'l'lrc Craig result, like the Ramseysentence,providesa "method" of
rt'irxiomatizinga postulateset so that any arbitrarily selectedclassof
lcrnrs rnaybe eliminated,providedone is interestedonly in those theorcrus which contain none of these terms. Its "advantages"over the
It;rrrrscysentenceare that it doesnot quantify over predicatesand class
It:rlrs and that its final reaxiomatization eliminates reference both in
slririt and in letter to unobservableentities. However,its shortcomings
(ftrr thc purposesat hand) render it uselessas an instrument of actual
x'icrrtific practiceand also preclude its having, even in principle, any
irrrplicationsfor ontology.The resultingnumber of axiomswill, in gencral, and particularlyin the caseof the empirical sciences,be infinite in
nnrnl>crand practicably unmanageable.
llrrt if the practicalobjectionsto the useof Craig'smethod as a means
krr clirninationof theoreticalterms are all but insurmountable,there are
olrjcctionsof principle which are even more formidable. Both Craig's
rrrclhocland the Ramseydevicemust operateupon theories(containing,
ol <'ourse,
theoreticalterms) which are "alreadythere." They eliminate
llrt:orcticalterms only after theseterms have alreadybeen usedin inter'''l'hc proof may be sketched as follows: Let'T'designate the theory (conioined,
il rr<r'cssrrry,
with other statementsin the acceptedbody of knowledge) which entails
llr;rl llrt: kincls of entities C, D, . . . are not obseryable,i.e., T entails that
x i s not obs erv abl e' y i s not obs erv abl e
(l *)(l y)
...(C *.D y..
. . . ) which in turn entails
(l f)(3d
. . . (f* ' S y . . . x i s notobs erv abl e' y i s not
. . . (l *)(l y)
obscrvable
. ).

"Carl G. Flempel, "The Theoretician's Dilemma," in Mrnnesota Studies in phiIoso,phyof Scrence,-V-ol.II, Feigl, Scriven, and Maxwell, eds. Nagel, loc. cit.
'" For an extended consideration of the Ramsey sentence sde professor william
Rozeboom'sessayin this volume.

Now tlrc l{amsey result holds for any arbitrary division of noniogical terms into two
qhsscs, so wc may put 'observable' into the class with the observation terms, so that
llrr Inttt.r forrnalized statement may be treated as an "observafional" consequence
rrl 'l' (tr:rrrsitivitv of entailment). But then it is also a consequenceof the Ramsev
a('nl ('n((:of 'I'. Q.E .D .
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mediary steps. Neither provides a method for axiomatization ab initio
or a recipe or guide for invention of new theories. Consequently neither
provides a method for the elimination of theoretical terms in the allimportant "context of discovery."15It might be argued that this obiection is not so telling, after all, for we also lack any recipe for.the invention of theories themselves,and it is logically possible that we should
discover,without the useof theoriesas intermediaries,Ramseysentences
or Craig end products which are just as useful for explaining and predicting observationsas the theories which we happen to have (accidently) adduced.It might be added that it is also logically possiblethat
we should discover iust those obsewation statements (including predictions, etc.) which happen to be true without the use of any instrumental intermediaries.
We must reply that the accomplishedfact that it is theories,referring to
unobservables,
which have been invented for this purposeand that many
of them serveit so admirably-this fact, itself, cries out for explanation.
'Ib say that theoriesarc designedto accomplish this task is no reply unIessat least a schemaof an instrumentalist recipejor such designing is
provided. As far as I know this has not been done.lilhe thesis that theoretical entities are "really" just "bundles" of observableobjects or of
sensedata would, if true, provide an explanation;but it is not taken very
seriouslyby most philosopherstoday-for the very good reasonthat it
seemsto be falsef The only reasonableexplanation for the successof
theoriesof whicht I am aware is that well-confirmedtheoriesare conjunctionsof well-confirmed,genuinestatementsand ihai the entities to
which they refer, in all probabiliry exist. That it is psychologicallypossible for us to invent such theories is explained by the fact that many
of the entities to which they refer resemblein many respects(although
s The Ramsey
sentence
is intuitivelytractable
enoughso that verysimple"theo-
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ries" might be invented as full-blown Ramsey sentences without the use of intermediary terms. However, Craig's theorem provides no means of operating ab initio.
Craig points out (loc. cit.) that once the original theory is "there," reference, in.
letter, to theoretical entities in the application of his method may be avoided by using
thc names of theoretical terms rather than usins the terms themselves (i.e. bv men.
tioning theoretical terms rather than using them). But surely only a diehard'instru'
mentalist can take more than very scant comfort from this. The question would still
remain: Where did the theorv come from in the fint place, and why are the names
of these particular terms arrarigedin this particular mittner such admirable "instruments" for explanation and prediction of obsewations? Whatever ontological implications this modification of the Craig method may have, they seem to be exactly
the same as those of instrumentalism proper.

they may difier radically from them in others) the entities which we
have alreadyobserved.
It should also be remembered,at this point, that theories, even as
instruments, are important not only for deductive systemizationbut also
for inductive systemization(see Hempel, Ioc. cit.). We often reason
theoretically using induction, and the conclusionsmay be either observational or theoretical.Thus we might infer from the facts that a certain
substancewas paramagnetic,that it catalyzedthe recombination of free
radicals,and that it probably contained a "one-electron" bond; and we
might go on to infer, again inductively, that it would probably catalyze
the conversionof orthohydrogen to parahydrogen.The Craig result ap
plies only to deductive systemizationand, thus, cannot, even in its Pickwickian fashion, eliminate theoretical terms where inductive theoretical
reasoningis involved. Although Craig's theorem is of great interest for
formal logic, we must conclude,to use Craig's (loc. cit.) own words,
"[as far as] the meaning [and, I would add, the referents]of such expressions[auxiliary expressions(theoretical terms)] ... fis concerned]
the method . . . fails to provide any . . clarification."
We have seen that the elimination of theoretical terms, even by explicit definition, would not necessarilyeliminate referenceto theoretical
(unobservable)entities. We have also seen that, even if reference to
theoretical entities could be eliminated after the theories themselves
have been used in such an elimination (for example,by a devicesuch
as Craig's),the reality (existence)of the theoreticalentitiesis not thereby militated against.But the most crucial point follows. Even .if we do
come up with a gimmick-a prediction machine or "black box"-into
which we can feed data and grind out all the completely veridical observational predictions which we may desire, the possibility-I should
say the likelihood-of the existence of unobserved causesfor the observedevents would still remain. For unless an explanation of why any
prediction machine or "calculating device" in terms of the established
rules of explanation,confirmation, etc., were forthcoming, the task of
sciencewould still be incomplete.
This bringsus to anothermistakenassumptionthat hasbeen responsible for much mischief in considerationsconcerningthe cognitive status
of theories-the assumption that science is concerned solely with the
"fruitful" organization of observationaldata or, more specifically, with
successfulprediction. Surely the main concerns of, say, a theoretical
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physicist involve such things as the actual properties and varieties of
subatomic particles rather than the mere predictions about where and
how intense a certain spectral line will be. The instrumentalist has the
picture entirely reversed;as far as pure scienceis concerned, most observational data-most predictions-are mere instruments and are of
value only for their roles in confirming theoretical principles. Even if
we obtain the prediction machine, many of the theories extant today
are well confirmed enough to argue strongly for the reality of theoretical
entities. And they are much more intellectually satisfactory,for they provide an explanation of the occurrenceof the observationalevents which
they predict. And-equally important-an explanation for the fact that
theories "work" as well as they do is, as alreadynoted, also forthcoming;
it is simply that the entities to which they refer exist.
"Criteria" of Reality and Instrumentalism
It was pointed out in the beginning of this article that Professor
Ernest Nagel considersthe dispute between realistsand instrumentalists
to be merely a verbal one.roThere follows here a brief and what I hope
is a not too inaccurate summary of his argument. Various criteria of
'real' or 'exist' (runs the argument) are employed by scientists,philosophers, etc., in their considerationsof the "reality problem." (Among
these criteria-some of them competing, some compatible with each
other-are public perceivability,being mentioned in a generallyaccepted
law, being mentioned in more than one law, being mentioned in a
"causal" law, and being invariant "under some stipulated set of transformation, proiections,or perspectives."l?)Since, then (it continues)
any two disputantswill, in all probability, be using'real' or 'exist' in two
different senses,such disputes are merely verbal. Now someone might
anticipate the forthcoming objections to this argument by pointing out
that the word 'criteria' is a troublesomeone and that perhaps,for Nagel,
the connection between criteria and reality or existenceis a contingent
one rather than one basedon meaning. But a moment's reflection makes
it obvious that for Nagel's argument to have force, 'criteria' must b€
taken in the latter sense;and, indeed, Nagel explicitly speaksfor the
connectionbetweencriteria and the "senses[sic!] of 'real'or'exist."'18
'oOp. cit.,pp. l4l-152.
op.cit.,pp.145-150.
'7Nagel,
'"O p.c it . ,p. 151.
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Beforeproceedingto a criticism of thesearguments,let me point out that
ProfessorGustav Bergmann, completely independently, treats ontologi'
cal questionsin a similar manner. Rather than criteria, he speaksof "patt€rns," although he does say that he "could instead have spoken of
criteria," and he makesexplicit referenceto various "uses" of'exist.'le
There are two main points that I wish to make regarding this kind of
approachto ontologicalissues.First. it oecm"tn,me fhet ir enFmits the
evi'lpnce. To he clrc the fenrol4 mistake of confrrsing
-*eniE8-ri+h
evidencet\ fnr +l.o o*i"r--fc

Cr'jrp^li+t,

irrtht

tr$:+ies in {Ireslion. E}tt-

J nennntseehn.'- rit ^-f^"io-nr ^.y nfher kitld of-case c?n be mCe
for takine such conditions as defining gharacieristicso.lgdsteng:.The secondpoint is even more serious.One would hope that (ProfessorNorman Malcolm notwithstanding) over nine hundred years of
debate and analysishave made it clear that existenceis not a propertyNow surely the characteristicsof being mentioned in well-confirmed
laws,being publicly perceptible, etc.,ate properties of sorts; and if these
comprised part of the meaning of 'exists,' then 'existence' would be a
predicate(and existencea property).
Thus, it is seen that the issue between instrumentalism and realism
can be made into a merely verbal one only by twisting the meaningsof
'existence'and 'reality,' not only beyond their "ordinary" meaning but,
also, far beyond any reasonablemeanings which these terms might be
given. In fact, it seemsnot too much to say that such an interpretation
of the "reality problem" commits a fallacy closely akin to that of the
Ontological Argument.
What can be said about the meanings of 'real' and 'exists'?I submit
that in "ordinary language,"the most usual usesof these terms are such
that
iD"are real -s1 iD"exist
and that
iD,exist :61 there are iD"
ancl that the meanings of these definiens are clear enough so that no
frrrther explication is seriouslyneeded.(In most "constructed languages,"
by'(3x) (o*).') Thus, if
"lhere are o"'would, of course,be expressed
28:l-14 ( 196l) .
of Science,
andOntology,"Philosophy
'" "Physics
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we have a well-confirmed set of statements (laws or theories plus initial
conditions) which entail the statement.There are iF"' (or .(ix) (o*)'),
then it is well confirmed that iD"are real-full stop!
In summary, let us recall three points concerning instrumentalism.
First, as is shown abovg it cannot be excusedon the grounds that it
differs from realism only in terminology. second, it cannot provide an
explanationas to why its "calculatingdevices"(theories)
,u"..rr"r",o
ful' Realism providesthe very simple and cogent explanation
that tne
entities referred to by well-confirmed theories exist. Third, it must be
acutely embarrassingto instrumentalistswhen what was once a "purely"
theoretical entity becomes,due to better instruments, etc., an observable one.2o
The ontological Status of Entities-Theoretical and otherwise
As I have stated elsewhere(see the secondreferencein footnote 22),
the key to the solution of all significantproblems in ontorogycan be
found in carnap's classicarticle, "Empiricism, semantics,
otrtotogy."27Taking this essayas our point of departure,we may"rri
say that in
order to speakat all about any kind of entities whateverand thus, a fortiori, to consider their existenceor nonexistence,one must first accept
the "linguistic framework" which "introduces the entities."22 This simply means that in order to understandconsiderationsconcerningthe
existenceof any kind of entities one must understandthe meanirls of
the linguistic expressions
(sentencesand terms) referringto them-]and
that such expressionshave no meaning unressthey
jiu.n a prace in
"r.
a linguistic framework which "talks about the world"
*hi"h h",
"t
least a minimum of comprehensiveness.(since I am"rrd
interested, here,
primarily in empirical science,I neglect universesof discoursecontaining
only "purely mathematical" or "purely logical', entities.)
Although wide latitude in choosingand constructingframeworksis
permissible,any satisfactoryframework will embody, at the very least,
withail theconctusions
of professor
Feyerabend,s
essay
,- Llllh:::gl_t:.li:f
,"C*.
uot,rtn"'the reader
is referred
to it for an interesting
critiqu'e
of instrumenll,,!lll
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thc following features: (l) the usual L(ogical)-formation and L-transformation rules and the corresponding set of Ltrue sentenceswhich
tlrcy generatet(2) a set of confirmation rules, whose nature I shall not
discusshere but which I shall assumeare quite similar to those actually
trsedin the sciences;(3) a set of sentenceswhose truth value is quickly
decidable on other than purely linguistic grounds-these correspond to
"singularobservationstatements,"but, of course,as we have seen,it is
nor desirablethat such statementsbe incorrigible or
ncither necessary
indubitable or that a sharp distinction between observation and theory
which, among other things,
l>cdrawn;and (4) a set of lawlike sentences,
provide that component of meaning which is nonostensive for every
dcscriptive (nonlogical) term of the framework. (I have argued in the
rcferencesgiven in footnote 22 that every descriptive term has a meanEven a term such as 'red' has
ing component which is nonostensive.23
part of its meaning provided by, for example,the lawlike sentence'No
surfacecan be bcth red and green all over at the same time.''Such a
vicw is sometimesstigmatizedby the epithet 'holism.' But if there is
any hoiism involved in the view I am advocating, it is completely conceptual or epistemologicaland not ontological. fust what relations are
present,or absent,between the actual entities of the "real world" is an
cmpirical question and must be decided by considerationswithin a descriptivelinguistic framework rather than by considerationabout such
frameworks.)
At this point, two viewsmay be mentioned.I will omit consideration
of explicitlydefinedterms,sincethey are,in principle,alwayseliminable.
According to one view, it is always a proper subset of the lawlike sentence containing a given term which contributes to the term's meaning.
'l'he sentencesin this subset are A-true2a (analytic in a broad sense)
and are totally devoid of any factual content-their only function is to
provide part of the meaning of the term in question.The situation is
irnmenselycomplicatedby the fact tbat when actual usageis considered,

rngursrrc rncses presupposed by the latter article and, to some extent,
by this essay,

scc C. Maxwell and H. Feigl, "Why Ordinary Language Needs Reforming," lovnal
of Philosophy, 58:488*498 (1961 ); G. Maxwell, "Meaning Postulatesin_Sc-ientific
'l'hcories,"-in Current fssuesin the Philosophy of Science, Feigl and Maxwell, eds.; and
rrry bricf article, "The Necessary and the Contingent," in this volume.
o Cf. also the writings of Wilfrid Sellan, for example in "Some Reflections on
LnngrrageGames," Philosophy of Science,2l:204-t28 (1954).
dscc R. Carnap, "Beobachtungsprache und theoretisch Sprache," Dialectica,
12:236-748 (1957); as well as the referencesin fn.27.
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aR. Camap,
Meanine and Necessity, 2nd ed. (Chicago: Univenity of Chicago
P res s . 1 9 5 9 ) .
" For a more detailed disc'rssion of linguistic frameworks as well as their relevance

,,Theories,
Carnap,ibr'a-;-aryt-G
F;;;;;i;,
1:',"A,:]:gj*l,p':Pl:-r,.see
lqwelt.
ano
Lrntorogy'"
rhilosophy-o_f
stience,vor.2g (1961).For an eraboration
of the
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a sentencewhich is A-true in one context may be contingent in another
and that even in a given context it is, more often than not, not clear,
unless the context is a rational reformation, whether a given sentence
is being usedas A-true or as contingent.This confusioncan be avoided
by engagingin rational reformation, i.e., by stipulating (subiect to certain broad and very liberal limitations) which sentencesare to be taken
as A-true and which as contingent. Needlessto say,this is the viewpoint
which I prefer.
The complication just mentioned, however, has Ied many philosophers,including ProfessorPutnam26-to saynothing of W. V.
euine_
to the other viewpoint. According to it, no segregationof the relevant
Iawlike sentencesinto A-true and contingent should be attempted; each
lawlike sentenceplaysa dual role: (l) it contributesto the meanings
of its descriptiveterms and (2) it providesempirical information. Fortunately, we do not have to choosebetween these two viewpoints here,
for the thesisof realismwhich I am advocatingis (almost) equallywell
accommodatedby either one.
Now when we engagein any considerationsabout any kinds of entities and, a fortiori, considerationsabout the existenceof theoretical
entities, it is to the lawlike sentencesmentioning the entities-for theoretical entities, the theoretical postulatesand the so-calledcorrespondence rules-to which we turn. These sentencestell us, for examplg how
theoretical entities of a given kind resemble,on the one hand, and difier
from, on the other, the entities with which we happen to be more familiar. And the fact that many theoretical entities, for example those of
quantum theory, differ a great deal from our ordinary everydayphysical
obiects is no reasonwhatever to ascribea questionabreontological itatus
to them or to contend that they are merely "calculating devices." After
all, the very air we breatheas well as such things as shadowsand mirror images are entities of quite different kinds from chairs and tables,
but this providesno grounds for impugning their ontological status.The
fact that molecules,atoms, etc., cannot be said in any non-pickwickian
senseto have a color has given some philosophersontological qualms.
But, of coursg the air has no color (unlesswe invoke the color of the
sky); and a transparent obiect whose refractive index was the same as
that of air would be completely invisible, although it would have all
* See his
essayin this volume.
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thc other properties of ordinary physical objects. Molecules, for examplc, are in about the samecategory;they are physical things which posscsssome but not all of the properties of everydayphysical things.
A: Do moleculesexist?
B: Certainly. We have an extremely well-confirmed theory,
which when conjoined with other true sentencessuch as
'There are gases'entails that there are molecules.
A: But are they real?
B: What do you mean?
A: Well, I'm not sure.As a starter: Are they physicalobjects?
B: Certainly the large ones are. Take, for example, that diamond in your ring. As for those which are submicroscopic
but still large enough to have large quantum numbers, it
seemsthat in almost any reasonablereformation they would
be classifiedas physical objects. It would seem unjustifiable
to \i/ithhold from them this status simply becausethey cannot be said to have a color in any straightforwardfashion.
In fact, I would even be inclined to call the smallest,the
molecule of hydrogen, a physical object. It has mass, a
reasonably determinate diameter, and, usually, something
which approximatessimple location, etc.
A: How about electrons?
B: The decisionhere is more difficult. We might find it necessary to try severalreformations,taking into account many
facets of contemporary physical theory, before we arrived
at the most satisfactoryone. It would also be helpful to
have a more specificproblem in view than the one which
we are now considering.At any rate, we might begin by
pointing out that electronsdo have mass,even rest mass.
They can be simply located at the expenseof refraining
from ascribing to them a determinate momentum. They
can be said to causally interact with "bona fide" physical
objects, even by those who have a billiard-ball notion of
causality.The important point is that the question'Are electrons physicalobjects?'is a requestfor a rationalreformation
of a very thoroughgoingvariety. For most purposes,a rational reformation would not need to answerit. For your
purposes,why not be content to learn in what ways electrons are similar to, and in what wavsthev difier from, what
This will enable
you would call "ordinary physicalobjects'-'?
you to avoid conceptualblunders.
A: Perhaps you are right. However, I am genuinely puzzled
about 6elds,and even photons.
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B: Take the last first. We would probably never call them
physical objects. For example, they have no rest mass and
it would be a conceptual mistake to ask, except in a Pickwickian sense,What is their color? However, it would be
reasonable
to saythat they are a sort of physicalcontinuant;
and they can even interact with electrons in a billiard-ball
manner.At any rate, we must agree,speakingloosely,that
they are "every bit as real" as electrons.The conceptsof field
theoriesare so open textured that it is difficult to decide
what kinds of reformations one should adopt here. And it
is virtually impossibleto find similar kinds of entities with
which one is prescientificallyfamiliar. Perhapsthese theories
will somedaybe enriched until decisionsconcerning the
most appropriate rational reformations are easierto makeperhaps not. But even here, the meaningsof the terms involved are usually sufficiently clear to avoid conceptual
blunders and ontological anxieties. You might like to consider the "lines of force," which are often spokenof in connection with fields. These are often used as a paradigm of
the "convenientfiction" by those who hold such a view of
theories.20But though convenient, lines of force are not
fictions. They "really exist." Let me try to make this a little
more plausible. Consider the isobarsof meteorology, or the
isogramswhich connect points of equal elevationabovesea
level. Now at this very mornenf the l0l7 millibar isobar,
i.e., the line along which the barometric pressureis l0l7
millibars, exists right here in the United States.Its location
can even be determined "operationally."And all of this is
true whether anyoneever draws,or ever has drawn, a weather
map. Since a well-confirmedtheory (plus, perhaps,other
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well-confirmedsentences)entails that there are lines of force,
lines of force exist. To be sure, they are very different from
everydayphysical obiects. But as long as we are clear about
this, whdt'metaphysical-what onilogical-Problems remain?
One of the exciting aspectsof the development of sciencehas been
the emergenceof referenceto strikingly new kinds of entities. This is
particularly true in field theories and quantum theory. The great differencebetween theseand the old, familiar cateSoriesseemsto have caused
many philosophersand philosophically inclined scientists to despair of
eftecting a satisfactory conceptual analysisof these powerful new conceptual tools. The attitude too often has been, "Let us Proceedto use
those new devicesand,.if necessaryfor heuristic reasons,even to behave
as if they consistedof genuinestatementsabout real entities.But let us
remember that, in the last analysis,they are only meaninglesscalculating
devices,or, at best, they talk only of convenient fictions, etc. The only
real entities are the good old familiar oneswhich we sensedirectly everyday." To turn the purposeof a sayingof Bertrand Russell'salmost completely about-face: such a view has advantages-they are the same as
those of theft over honest toil. The compulsion toward metaphysical
asepsiswhich appearsto have been the motivation for the espousalof
many of these reductionistic philosophies seems,itself, to have arisen
from a preoccupationwith metaphysicalPseudoProblems'e.g.,the conviction that there are very few ontologically legitimate kinds of entities,
perhapsonly one.

of Theoretical
Entities,"Science
News,)2:7-18
- Cf. B. Mayo,"The Existence
(1954),and "More aboutTheoretical
Entities,"ibid.,39:42-55(1956).For a
critique of these articles and for excellent constructive remarks concerning theoretical
cntities, see |. f . C. Smart, "The Reality of Theoretical Entities," Australasian /ournal
ot Philosophy, 34 :l-12 ( 1956).
In connection with convenient fictions, we might consider such entities as ideal
gasesand bodies uninfluenced by external forces. These actually are fictions. But no
thcory (or theory plus true sentences) entails that there are such things. To understlnd-thcir funciion, we need only recourseto the notion of a limit, 6ften used in
mathcrnatics._Roughlyspeaking,what we a-ctuallydo when we use theories involving
such "6ctions" is to assume,for example, that the influence of external forces on the
body in rlucstion is very, very small, or that the behavior of the gas with which we
are concemed is approximatelygiven by 'PV:
nRT,' or, in early kinetic theory, that
thc diarncter of a nroleculeis very, very small compared to thc distancebetrveenmoleculcs. Note that lraclvan der Waals taken the calculating-deviceor convenient-fiction
view, lre probably would not have developed his equation which embodies a correction
1
for the effect cluc to the finite (greater than zero) diimeter of molecules.
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